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THREE APPLICATIONS OF DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS IN .
TURBULENCE RESEARCH
Manfred Hoffmeister, Detlev Ullrich, Bernd Drefiler
Berlin, German Democratic Republic
Assuming a homogeneous, incompressible, isothermal and Newtonian
medium it is common use to deal with turbulent fluid flows on the
basis of the NAVIER-STOKES-equations and the continuity condition.
Unfortunately, with respect to practically interesting high
REYNOLDS number problems for the time being this can not be done
in a rigorous manner* Because of the very oomplioated turbulent
flow structures some additional modelling must be introduced* In
the following three examples taken from the work at the Institute
for Mechanics at the Academy of Sciences of the 6DR are summarized*
First of all the axisymmetric stationary and strongly swirling
flow in a vaneless radial diffusor shall be considered* Approximate,
but analytic expressions for the mean velocities and the two
controlling components of the REYNOLDS stress tensor in the core
region are wanted* For the modelling a plane turbulent vortex
source is defined as a kind of basic flow* Introducing
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the equations of motion oan be linearized* Applying, furthermore,
the usual boundary layer simplifications to AC^ • ACfCj
it
is possible to integrate the generated system of partial
differential equations in a closed manner*
We obtain for instance
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and similar relations fcr ACy • ZlCj? .• -dQ-^ • AC^C^
with ^*>fr9 provided that the basic flow is known• For that a
simple description is given.by
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The constants K^ - D^ j O^ can be taken from the inlet flow
conditions. The unknown functions ApCf)
(p=1,&i3itt')
created by
the integration process must be determined by certain integral
conditions and by the matching conditions with the wall layers.
Comparisons with measurements show the utility of the found
relations*
(Notationt rtfSi
- cylindrical co-ordinates; C%L - velocity
component; f~) - time mean value of the actual flow; ( ) - time
mean value of the vortex source; f ) - fluctuating quantity;
A D
- time mean value of the superposed flow; h - half channel
width) •
The second example is devoted to the interaction between the
disturbed oore flow and the boundary layer in the inlet region
of a pipe flow* The axial momentum equation takes the simplified
form
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and the continuity condition yields
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(p - static pressure, V - kinematic viscosity,
>£- eddy
viscosity, j>- density).
At the pipe wall the boundary conditions C^» Cr^O hold and at the
inlet section a starting profile is given. LAUNDER and SPALDING
developed an additional system of transport equations to determine
the eddy viscosity ^ • In that way the entire problem can be
based on the iterative numerical solution of the following symbolic
equation for (p %
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Since Cz and B
are strongly positive, (7) is parabolic and
can be solved by a marching procedure* For practical calculations
a finite difference scheme exploiting upstream difference
approximation formulas was adapted. The statio pressure follows
from the condition, that the overall mass-flow rate must be the
same at each cross section of the pipe* The numerical results
confirm typical properties of disturbed and undisturbed pipe
inlet flows detected by measurements*
The third application contains comparisons of various closure
hypotheses for the time dependent decay of homogeneous isotropic
turbulence. The dynamical equation can be written as
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( £f- energy spectrum, W- energy transfer function,^- wavenumber,
t - time)• In (8) the energy spectrum as well as the transfer
term are unknown functions* Proposals providing a connection
between E and W were made - among others - by HEISEHBERG,
OBUKHOEF, MIJAKODA/OGURA, and KOVASZNAY. To analyse the properties
of these four mentioned hypotheses the dynamical equation was
solved as an initial value problem with the aid of numerical
procedures* Two types of equations appear, namely an integro differential equation and a quasi-linear first-order differential
equation* An implicit finite difference scheme was applied to the
first one and the RUNGE-KUTTA-method for solving the characteristic system to the second one* By means of these methods
numerical computations of energy spectra were carried through
for different initial spectra-and different closures* Among
others, it was detected that the application of the GBUKHOFP
hypothesis to an initial spectrum, already evaluated by TOLLHIEN
on the basis of the HEISENBERG closure yields results which
oontradiot previous findings*
Details on the considered examples are described in
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